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DT001 DCC decoder testing board W/ motor & DT002 DCC decoder 

testing board W/O motor manual 

 

According to the demand of digital control chip on market, ANE model specially studied on a DCC 

running decoder and sound decoder which is designed for the circuit board of six functions output 

which cataloged DT001 and DT002 as digital testing circuit board. The feature is under below: 

 

1. According to the various types of connections, ANE model designed Digital testing board as 

perfectly fit NMRA 8 pin socket, JST 9 pin connector, NMRA 21 pin head and NEM 6 pin socket 

  

2. it is possessed six outputs functions of FL, FR, F1, F2, F3 and F4 which is clearly displaying the 

extra output of the chip. 

 
3. F1-F4 function output connected with screw terminal which is designed for easily connect 

with screw driver and no need for solder or any extra serious tools. 

 

4. Output display of Motor, no matter DT001 match with high accurate motor of train model or 

DT002 match without motor on the testing circuit have to connect with a light bulb which 

shows is the motor on the normal output of the chip. 

 

5. Using LED to display the condition of motor is clockwise or anti-clockwise 

 
6. Possessed external connection of speaker function, modeler is allowing to welding different 

standards of speakers. 
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7. DT001 version is collocated with high efficiency motor of model train which is clearly display 

the efficacy of decoder. 

 

8. DT002 version is in reserved a position of external motor, modeler is allowing to install 

different kind of motors for various needs of satisfaction of chip. 

 

Specification of Products 

Dimension : Long 82mm x Wide 82mm x High 25mm 

Input: DCC signal (perfectly fit for every brand DCC command station) 

Output: 12VDC motor 

       6 LED output (Front light, Rear light, F1, F2, F3 and F4) 

       Speaker (external connection for oneself) 

 

Input connection 

1. NMRA 8 pin socket 

2. JST 9 pin connector 

3. NMRA 21 pin head 

4. NEM 6 pin socket 
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Warranty & Repair Information 
At ANE Model we value our customers and customer satisfaction .It is our primary goal. This is 

why every decoder has been tried and tested thoroughly.  ANE Model will also replace any 
control board for free within 90 days after purchasing. If there is any problem, please see our 
website www.anemodel.com for more information about warranty and repair policies and 
procedures. 

All warranties on the ANE Model products are limited to refund for purchase price or repair or 
replacement of the products, ANE Model will do the sole discretion.  

In the event, ANE Model’s products are not installed or used in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s specifications. Any and all warranties either expressed or implied are void.  
Except to the above extent expressly state in this section, there are no warranties, express or 
implied, including but not limited to any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose. 

ANE Model Co., Ltd. reserves the right to make changes in design and specifications, and/or to 
make additions or improvements in its products. It doesn’t imposing any obligations upon itself 
to install these changes, additions or improvements on previous manufactured products. 

http://www.anemodel.com/

